Design of the Bristol Aerospace "Black Brant" sounding rocket family had, a5 its m a h objectives, provision of vehlcles of low cost, high efficiency, and low wind sensitivity. requirements resulted i n use of relatively short burning-time solid propellant motors, and acceptance of design peak dynamic heads approaching 1 , 0 0 0 K N / m 2 (21,000 p.s.f.). consequence, vehicle stability i s significantly influenced by aerothermal-elastic effects, and the m o r e conventional solutions to the associated problems of fin thermal control and structural design were rejected. Instead, an inexpensive form of ablative insulation is employed and lightweight bonded sandwich structures were evolved. These solutions are together considered to r epresent a significant extension to the state of the a r t , a s applied to the low-cost sounding rocket field. They a r e also extensively flight proven. Vehicles employing such fin structures have r epeatedly demonstrated that fin effectiveness anci structural integrity a r e entirely satisfactory. Achieved roll r a t e s and vacuum coning motion have closely conformed with predicted values with a complete absence of vibration or l a t e r a l acceleration during low -altitude roll-yaw resonance. ed by the ablation process.
Introduction
The continuing need to improve the efficiency and utility of the high-performance sounding rocket has resulted in adoption of progressively m o r e sophisticated design techniques. Customer requirements have also become m o r e exacting, a s experimental payloads increase in complexity and cost. However, if the aeronomy rocket is to remain a truly useful scientific tool, it must meet these new demands and yet stay a simple, highly reliable, inexpensive device, capable of being launched without f u s s from a minimal facility.
To resolve these often conflicting requirem e n t s , Bristol Aerospace Limited have developed the "BIack Branttr family of rocket vehic l e s , using design techniques and manufacturing processes which a r e , in p a r t , radical in application, -yet still compatible with the overall design objectives. a r e well illu-strated in the structural design ~f the fins ~ which have solved new aerothermalelastic problems by use of ablative materials and bonded sandwich structnres.
These techniques aqd precesses
This paper will describe the design and t e s t programs associated with the development of these fin structures, with an outline of how the structural properties a r e related to the design and performance of the complete vehicle.
Ablative Insulation Design Considerations
Bristol Aerospace Limited entered the sounding rocket field w i t h the single-stage Black Brant 111 -See F i g u r e l . diameter, 5.5 m e t r e s (18 f t . ) long vehicle, which lifts a 23 Kg (50 lb.) useful payload to a nominal apogee altitude of 170 Km (105 statute miles). To minimize impact dispersion, a radial burning propellant geometry w a s adopted, with a total burning time of approximately 12 sec. Achieved trajectory properties are given in Figure 2 , and include a peak dynamic head of 900 KN/m2 (18,900 lb. /sq. ft.) coincident with a Mach. No. with increasing Mach. No. , and inclusion of the inflEence of elastic m o d d u s reduction due to aerodynamic heating, p r e sent s stability problems which dictated a new look at fin design. conventional sounciing rocket solution, i -e . , a steel a n d l o r titanium heat sink, was shown to result i n a f i n structure of unacceptably high weight and planform a r e a . Therefore, it w a s decided to examine i n detail the application of a n ablative insulation to a relatively light-weight load cairyinp fin "blade".
Super-position of the effects of fin elastic deflection upon the decay of I7rigid-body" end
The m o r e
The problem w a s t o select a n insulant which provided high fin efficiency without a n unrealistic cost penalit);. Laboratory-t e s t s of a wide range of materials w e r e run to establish relative insulation properties arnder tke anticipated heat f l u x history the n-sore promising canfigurations being inserted into a representative high-dynamic head, high temperature gas flow, t u r e thus evolved ixitiaiiy into: -
The fin strucThe first four Black Brant 111 vehicles to be launched used fins of this design. While generally sriccessful, the flights were all m a r r e d by a transient build-up of l a t e r a l acceleration p r i o r to thrust tail-off, coincident with the instant of peak dynamic head. Studies were therefore directed towards obtaining a m o r e accurate assessment of aerothermal-elastic effects, and to further examine the integrity and behaviour of the Stanpreg insulation.
Aerothermal-elasticitv
Using a flight-standard fi?, loaded by a i r bags simulating the fin p r e s s u r e distribution at the maximum dynamic head point i n the trajectory, the fin l a t e r a l deflection distribution w a s experimentally determined. This data was then integrated to a s s e s s the effective normal force CQefficient of the flexible fin, by use of the simple relationship: -\$7jTg-~ 8 = &in .e-inveyse stiffness (fiil incidence i=r change p e r unit fin normal force)
The theoretical data were-compared with wind-tunnel measurements made on model fins by the Canadian National Aeronautical Establishment. In the latter t e s t s limited dynamic head and Mach. No. range, using fins fabricated from steel, titanium and Scotchply plastic. solid wing of a r b i t r a r y planform and slowly varying thickness i n a uniform airflow, the local a e r oelastic rotation i s proportional to: -C n d was measured over a It can be shown that, for a thin elastic
Where E = elastic modulus of the fin material
Using the wide variation in elastic modulus afforded by the three test fins, the wind tunnel r esults were extended to cover the dynamic head raage of Black Brant 111. These data a r e then generalized by a presentation of the movement of To complete the refiried analysis, an iterative mathematical process was developed i n which fin and body flexibility, corrected for elastic modulus loss due to aerodynamic heating, a r e included in a final calculation of the static margin. The r esults indicated that the aeroelastic loss was significantly higher than predicted in any e a r l i e r , more approximate analysis.
Insulation Studies
It was established that i f asymmetric ablation occurred, the differential loss of fiberglass insulation would lead to sigiiificant fin tcrrsional deflections.
This condition w a s not so much the result of differential heat inputs to the fin blade, a s it w a s the loss of the stiffness contribution f r o m the fiberglass itself. could not be permitted to affect fin blade properti e s -i. e. use of a very low elastic modl-ilus t h e rm a l insulant became mandatory.
Clearly, the process of ablation
Final Production Configuration
The foregoing dictated two modifications to i) a switch from magnesium to aluminum, to provide a structural substrate of improved stiffness/weight ratio at peak operating temperatures use of Avcoat insulation in lieu of fiberglass, thus providing an ablative coating of approximately equal efficiency but of negligible elastic modulus. This change also improved the insulant-fin blade bond, and reduced production costs.
the fin design, viz:-
ii)
The Avcoat i s cast into 1.52 mm ( 0 , 0 6 0 inch) thick sheets, and attached to the parent material by liquid Avcoat, bonded under p r e s s u r e , and finally post-cured at elevated temperatures. accurate control of fin profile i s achieved.
Very Flight Characteristics Thirteen vehicles have been flown with fins of
All have exthe final production configuration. hibited excellent aerodynamic characteristics, i n particular: -
the previous large transient lateral maneuver at peak dynamic head point was eliminated. the ability of the fin to accurately provide a predefined finite roll rate history has been repeatedly demonstrated. roll-yaw resonance has been intentionally incurred at low altitude and high dynamic head, with virtually zero associated l a t e r a l acceleration build-up. The subsequent vehicle in-vacuum coning motion has had a maximum half-angle amplitude of 140 , during a total of five such flights i t has been proven that use of ablative insulation i n no way degrades vehicle altitude performance impact dispersion. f o r apogees of from 110 Km to 200 Km ( 7 0 to 122 statute miles) has never exceeded 11 Km (7 statute miles]z compared with a predicted 3 c d i s p e r s i s n radius of 48 Km ( 5 0 statute miles). the fin production process have proved inexpensive and capable of accurate quality control, and the need fox on-range Sin measurements o r setting adjustments I i a~e been completely eliminated. The fin structure thus b e c a a e a shaped block of Trussgrid (the honeycomb "grain" being suitabiy aligned with respect to the mean spanwise flexural axis), to which was bonded sheet aluminum skin facings and an aluminum nose block. Thrrmal protection was identical to that of Black Brant I'II, i . e . , a titanium leading edge sheath and ax Avcuat ablaxive coating (See Figure 5) The structETa1 concept has also been applied to the booster fics of the two-stage Black Brant, IV. This latter vehicle (See Figure 6 ) combines t h e Slack Brant I11 with a 15KS25000 motor, to lift a 23 kg (50 ib. ) useful payload to 1000 Km (622 statute miles); and as such, utilizes 2 x 1 identical fin supporting structure a s the Black Brant V. ob Black Brant IV and V , numeruus small photoelastic models were built, the resulting s t r e s s and deflection data being reviewed in conjcnction with aerodynamic properties. to a r r i v e a t a fin design which afforded maximum aeroelastic stiffness with no meaningful loss i n aerodynamic efficiency. adverse aeroelastic condition, due in p a r t to use of a very low aspect r a t i o , overall constant thickn e s s "slab" fin. Postponing the l o s s beyond the booster stage operating Mach No. envelope permitted the design to take advantage of a separate cost-effectiveness study, which had shown the drag penalty of l f s l a b t t fins to be negligible, while cost savings a r e significant. F o r the much higher Mach number single-stage Black Brant V application, increased aspect r a t i o , modified doublewedge aerofoil section and spanwise thickness taper were mandatory; therefore the Mach cone effect i s not experienced and fin aeroelastic efficiency remains high.
T o optimize the fin design
It was thus possible Aeroelas tic T e s t s To confirm the predicted aeroelastic chara c t e r i s t i c s , the National Aeronautical Establishment performed
Structural Tests
To ensure the integrity of the skin-Trussgrid bond, control bend t e s t s of heated beam assembli e s were performed. Applied bending moments were determined from data obtained f r o m previous t e s t s on photo-elastic fin models. final design, a full-size structural prototype was then built f o r measurement of overall s t r e s s and deflection distributions. be converted into influence coefficient format, applicable to flutter calculations.
To confirm the The l a t t e r data could then
Fabrication
In quantity production, the bonded sandwich structure has posed few problems, while proving to be an economic concept. F o r the Black Brant IV fin, Trussgrid i s purchased in the finished thickness, and rework confined to cutting the sheets to planform shape. The modified doublewedge section and spanwise thickness taper of the Black Brant V fin is achieved by machining the Trussgrid surface to approach the required thickn e s s distribution, and then crushing to the final overall contour.
When complete, both fin designs a r e dimensionally accurate to a high degree. All fin surfaces are flat t o t 0.39 1w-m (0.915 inches), thickness i s everywrere controlled to 0.13 mm (0.005 inches), and root-io-tip t w i s t never exceeds t 0.003 radians. As with the Black Brant I11 fin, no on-range fin measurements o r setting adjustments a r e required. nd testing have demonstrated that ablative insulation and sandwich structures may be successfully applied, both separately and in conjunction, to the desiga of low-cost, high-efficiency sounding rocket vehicles. nificant cost and flight performance benefits, without introduction of any adverse characteristics.
U s e of these techniques results in sig-

